ART. 86]
SPHERICAL SURFACE.
85.    Heterogeneous spherical shells.    The potential of a heterogeneous spherical shell may be found by the help of Laplace's functions more easily than by any other method.  Although there are several cases of heterogeneous shells whose attractions may be found by special artifices, it does not seem useful to stop over these when they can all be treated by one comprehensive method.     We must  however postpone  the  discussion  of  this method until after we have reached Laplace's equation.    In the meantime there are  some  general  theorems  on heterogeneous shells which are independent of Laplace's functions, and to these
ll now turn our attention.
86.    The potential of a thin heterogeneous spherical shell being ' supposed known at all internal points, it is required to find the
potential at all external points.
Let 0 be the centre, a the radius of the sphere.    Let P, P be two points on the same radius, one inside and the other outside, such that
OP. OP' = a2.
The   points   P,  P' are   called  inverse, points.    Let OP = r, OP' = r'.
Let Q be any point on the surface,
then since OP.OP'=OQ2 the triangles QOP,P'OQ are similar. It follows that the ratio QP/QP' is constant for all points on the sphere, and that this ratio is equal to afr'.
Let V, V' be the potentials of the whole shell at P, P'. If m be an element of mass at Q, the potentials of m at P and P' are respectively m/QP and m/QP'. Since these have a constant ratio for all positions of Q and all values of m, the potentials V, V must
have the same ratio.
We therefore have V = 1
'&&Witye3r.
Ifjthe law of force_is the inverse *th power of the distance, the potentials of ''the mass m at P and P' respectively are in the ratio ll(QP)K"1 to lj(Qr')K~l.    We
fa \K~l therefore have V'= V{-,\     •   If the law of force is the inverse distance we find in
the saine way that V'- V=Mlogafr' where M is the whole mass of the shell.
We notice that these theorems do not require the shell to be homofjenemts or the, sphere to be complete. They apply to any distributions of attracting matter on the surface of the sphere.
•X Ex. The potential at an internal point of a thin homogeneous shell of radius a being V=M/a9 prove that the potential V at an external point distant r' from the centre is V' = Mlr'.
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